LOCAL EMPLOYMENT & APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING PROGRAM (LEAP)

Requirements for City of Tacoma public work and improvements and related service contracts
HOW IT WORKS

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
- Civil projects over $250,000
- Building projects over $750,000
- Service contracts relating to a public work or improvement that use labor at a City site such as the City’s Annual Flagging Contract

CIVIL PROJECTS
Examples: Water main, sewer, street pavement, etc.

APPRENTICE UTILIZATION
- Civil or Building projects over $1,000,000
- Service contracts relating to a public work or improvement that use labor at a City site such as the City’s Annual Flagging Contract over $1,000,000

BUILDING PROJECTS
Examples: Greater Tacoma Convention & Trades Center, Police Station, etc.

LEAP WEBSITE
General Government or TPU Project
WHOLLY or PARTIALLY
TPU Service Area

- Estimated below $250,000: YES
  - No LEAP Requirements

- Estimated from $250,000 to $1 million: YES
  - 15% Local Employee Requirement

- Estimated from $1 million and up: YES
  - 15% Local Employee Requirement
    & 15% Apprentice Requirement
BUILDING PROJECT

General Government or TPU Project
WHOLLY or PARTIALLY
TPU Service Area

Estimated below $750,000
- YES
  - No LEAP Requirements

Estimated from $750,000 to $1 million
- YES
  - 15% Local Employee Requirement

Estimated from $1 million and up
- YES
  - 15% Local Employee Requirement & 15% Apprentice Requirement
OUTSIDE TPU SERVICE AREA

Project for TPU and WHOLLY OUTSIDE TPU Service Area

- Estimated below $1 million
  - YES
  - No LEAP Requirements

- Estimated at or above $1 million
  - YES
  - 15% Apprentice Requirement
THANK YOU!

CONTACT US

747 Market Street, Room 900
Tacoma, WA 98402
(253) 591-5590
LEAP@cityoftacoma.org

LEAP WEBSITE
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